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Les Mason’s playground

Epicurean was the first australian magazine devoted entirely to 
food and wine. under the guidance of its owner and founder alan 
holdsworth, the publication played a significant evolutionary role 
in shaping what we now recognise as a vibrant and coherent food 
and wine culture. its loyal list of contributors included such seminal 
figures as Len evans, dan Murphy, Mietta o’donnell, Tony bilson 
and Terry durack (to name but a few). holdsworth’s eye for quality 
extended to design and the appointment of Les Mason as the 
magazine’s inaugural art director would prove an inspired and astute 
decision. over a remarkable 13-year period the ex-pat american 
designed, photographed and illustrated his way through 77 issues 
of the magazine. This remains a phenomenal body of work, a high 
watermark in a distinguished career. The influence of Epicurean 
permeated both the design and food worlds, inspiring chefs and 
designers in equal measure. 

Mason’s eminent standing within the local design industry was  
firmly established by the time alan holdsworth knocked at his studio 
door in 1966. having arrived from Los angeles in 1961, he spent 
just eighteen months at the advertising agency usp benson before 
founding Les Mason graphic design. he quickly built a formidable 
reputation for his uncompromising standards. brian sadgrove, a 
fellow member of agda’s hall of Fame, wrote in 1975: ‘his leadership 
and enthusiasm in making good things happen have created a 
healthy climate for locally trained designers, and in this way he  
has directly influenced the quality of design in australia.’1 

Mason’s frank views reaped both admiration and resentment.  
as a judge for the first aciaa annual2 in 1963, he wrote: ‘we must 
produce better brochures, ads, packages, letterheads. This exhibit 
shows some of our energy, but also many of our weaknesses: poor 
ads with no idea content, poor typography, illustration that comes out 
of the annuals and scrap files, design with an obvious past.’ Mason 
was one of the few designers at that time who had the confidence, 
and indeed the track record, to make such bold assertions. 

his admirers clearly included alan holdsworth. writing of the  
moment they met, Mason hints at the chemistry that was a key 
element in their successful partnership: ‘it is rare in a designer’s life to 
feel as if he is making some sort of contribution to society or his own 
life. i was very fortunate in 1966 to have a man come into my studio 
who was to become my client and my friend. he was going to start a 
small wine and food magazine; no money and especially no money 
for me. i was thrilled. we worked together and drank wine together 
for the next 11 years until his death. i give tribute to Mr alan 
holdsworth who enabled me to do some of my best work.’3

Mason’s characterisation of holdsworth as an ‘enabler’ speaks 
volumes for their client-designer relationship. in the traditional role 
of artist and benefactor it is often financial support that enables or 
facilitates creativity. in the case of Epicurean the lack of funds meant 
artistic leverage. in place of pecuniary gain, holdsworth delivered 
a 215mm x 275mm canvas on a bi-monthly basis upon which the 
designer was free to experiment.  

The first issue of The Epicurean appeared in May 1966 with a  
modest cover suggesting few of the visual fireworks that would later 
become the magazine’s trademark: a simple still-life arrangement on 
a pleasantly pastel background with a robust masthead. Mason’s 
cover photograph was the first of many he would contribute over  
his tenure. intrigued by the craft, he would prove over time to be  
an accomplished and enthusiastic photographer, much to the disdain 
of local lens men. in those days a designer designed, a photographer 
photographed. This was a black and white understanding of 
vocations, one that contrasts with the multidisciplinary nature of 
today’s industry. additionally, taking responsibility for the magazine’s 
image making gave him complete control over its visual styling, a 
significant factor in the sustained and consistently high standard  
of output.  

initially, it was assumed that the project would be the after-hours 
responsibility of just Mason and his wife and talented fellow designer 
pat. The reality proved quite different and managing a bi-monthly 
magazine within the context of a busy six-person design studio 
meant sharing the creative load. staff were called upon regularly 
to contribute in a variety of ways ranging from the expected 
(photography and illustration), to the surreal (animal wrangling & 
modelling), all at the behest of the master. in his primary role as 
art director, Mason would provide the sketch of an idea and his 
designers would implement it. The vision was undoubtedly his but 
an army of talented designers was needed to bring it to life. The 
extensive list of remarkable craftsmen included david hornblow, 
csaba banki, andrew Fowler-brown, bill Kwan, sandy clarke,  
stefan bohacz, Malcolm smith and countless others.   

it is difficult to label Epicurean with a single descriptor. each  
cover was imbued with its own individual personality, a very different 
approach to contemporary magazines where the consistency of 
masthead is paramount. These celebrated covers are perhaps the 
most complete expression of Mason’s creative artistry. They are also 
a visible manifestation of his strong personal interest in art generally 
and of dada and surrealism specifically. he shared these passions 
with a young garry emery and, over time, the two would become 
close friends. emery wrote of him: ‘he was the most informed 
person that i’d come across, and he was the one that really built 
bridges for me, made design legible so that i could grasp the social 
connections.’4 The significance of Mason’s mentoring influence on 
another of our most treasured figures cannot be understated.  

beyond the financial constraints, the other factor that drove the  
use of experimental illustrations and photography was the repetitive 
nature of the editorial content. Though the writing remained of 
constantly high quality, it was always concerned with the same 
subjects: food and wine. Mason’s response to this was a constantly 
evolving set of visuals designed to activate and invigorate a 
predominantly black and white field. 

Typographically, the main editorial section retained a formal, 
restrained discipline in contrast to the cover and illustrations.  

Times was employed as the magazine’s primary typeface from  
issue 7 onwards, a pragmatic decision associated with tight 
timelines. The contents spread was another distinguishing element 
for the magazine and it seems great care was given to animating 
what is traditionally a restrained element within the editorial. Though 
the covers, contents and editorial pages were rarely linked by a 
unified identity they shared a common spirit.  

by the time alan holdsworth passed away in 1977, Epicurean’s 
renown was global. respected international design journals 
including IDEA, Graphis and Gebrausgraphik all published features 
on the magazine. in 1972 a groundbreaking exhibition of paintings 
from Epicurean was held at realities gallery in Melbourne. by 
placing the ephemeral and marginalised world of magazine graphics 
within the context of the art gallery Mason had blurred the lines 
between art and design.

in 1979, after 77 issues and 13 years, Ken cato and his partner 
Terry hibberd replaced Les Mason as art directors of the magazine. 
on the cusp of the 1980s, food and wine had become big business 
and the idiosyncrasies of Epicurean’s early stylings were clearly  
out of step with the new world of full colour printing and heavily 
styled photography. 

in light of Mason’s recent passing in october 2009, and given  
the lack of published information about him, the few remaining 
copies of Epicurean have become valuable artifacts; evidence  
of a remarkable body of work by an enigmatic, charismatic giant  
of australian graphic design.

Dominic Hofstede 
Melbourne 2010
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